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Forest Fires 
by Kendrick Freeman 
 

The night was filled with the chilled       
air of early spring, still cold, but not        
the biting cold that held winter this       
last season. I was enjoy an after       
dinner brandy when the shouts began      
to be heard from outside my small       
docile. This was very odd, because      
rarely are the streets of Sorvan busy       
after dark, and never filled with      
shouts of alarm. Well at least not       
commonly, the last time was the      
night the Storm Lord came to the       
walls, nearly a decade ago. 
 
There is little wonder why I rose       
hurriedly. I went to my entry      
wardrobe, removed my weapons belt     
and baldric, quickly buckling it on. A       
cloak was pulled to cover my      
shoulders and I headed out. 
 
The night sky was lit in flickering       
red, as if a huge fire blazed       
somewhere nearby. I followed the  

crowd and soon found myself     
standing on the western walls and      
looking towards the River Staind     
and what I saw was both beautiful       
and frightening.  
 
Several miles in the distance, acres      
upon acres of the rich forest was on        
fire. The trees, still devoid of leaves,       
were burning with a terrible rage; as       
far as could be seen everything was       
burning. The brush and ground were      
no different, everything was simply     
on fire. Panic spread quickly and      
Sorvan defenders soon had their     
hands full calming the people. 
 
I noticed movement in the distancing      
fire; creatures untouched by the flame,      
but part of it. It was then that I         
noticed that, though the trees were      
on fire and the grass was consumed       
by this inferno, nothing was turning      
black or charged; no smoke rose into       
the sky. The forest had simply      
changed. 

By the next day scouts had begun to        
return, sent to get a closer look. None  
were able to get too close; as they        
reported a heat so intense it could       
‘drive a man to expire from the raw        
intensity. I would hazard the people      
of Sorvan are much like I am, not        
scared of this new unknown, simply      
wondering what effect it will have on       
us in the long run. That and, who        
will be the first to figure it all out. 
 
Smith’s Swooning 
 

Displaying the fortitude and mettle     
of only the most battle-hardened     
warriors, local man Cory Smith     
courageously overcame the body    
language of a woman at the      
Crossroads Oasis to continue hitting     
on her, sources confirmed Thursday.     
Reports indicate that despite the     
woman’s folded arms and total lack      
of eye contact, the fearless soul      
bravely pressed on with several     
pointless anecdotes. While a lesser  
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mortal might have retreated after the      
woman scanned the room for the      
fifth time in three minutes, the      
valiant Smith reportedly summoned    
the inner strength to offer to buy her        
a drink once she finished the one she        
was working on. According to     
witnesses, the intrepid adventurer    
then shifted his body in an effort to        
remain facing her after she began to       
rotate away, soldiering on to     
compliment the smile that she had at       
no point presented to him. As the       
woman hastily began paying her tab      
and putting on her coat, sources      
confirm that the man with the heart       
of a lion plunged ahead a final time        
and asked when he could see her       
again. 
 
Minding Your Manners 
By Percival Mason 
 

I have found a rather disturbing lack       
of refinement, manners, and general     
decency in my recent travels and      
think it prudent to offer a few simple        
reminders to high and low alike. 
 
If a guildsman or even a commoner       
were to put a few of these       
suggestions into regular practice, they  

will without a doubt set themself      
apart from the low-born peasantry     
in the lands when attempting to ply       
a trade or catch the eye of a comely         
companion. As I peruse my list of     
notes, I must admit that there are       
certainly several areas where even I      
would do with some improvement.     
What follows is a list of     
behaviours that one should strongly     
avoid in order to improve themself      
and be more pleasant and courteous. 
 
Never grossly exaggerate 
unnecessarily. 
Never point at another across a     
space with a finger or cane when a        
broad open-hand gesture would do. 
Never betray a confidence or indulge   
in empty and malicious gossip. 
Never leave home with unkind words      
for those same words may likely      
greet your return. 
Never neglect to call upon your      
friends; whether socially or in time of       
need.  
Never laugh at the misfortunes of      
others. 
Never make a promise or swear any       
oath that you do not intend to keep 
and fulfill. 

Never send a present, hoping for one       
in return. 
Never speak much of your own      
performances, but openly praise the     
skills of others. 
Never fail to be punctual at the time        
appointed. 
Never make yourself the hero of your       
own story. 
Never pick the teeth or clean the       
nails in polite company. 
Never fail to give a polite answer to        
a civil question, regardless of the      
inquisitor. 
Never question a child about family      
matters. 
Never present a gift saying that it is        
of no use to yourself. 
Never read letters or scrolls which      
you may find addressed to others,      
sealed or not. 
Never fail to be civil and polite to all         
whom you encounter. 
Never call attention to the features      
or form of anyone present. 
Never refer to a gift you have made,        
or favor you have rendered, unless      
requested. 
Never associate with bad company.     
Have good company, or none at all. 
Never look over the shoulder of  
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(Mind Your Manners con’t) 
another who is reading or writing. 
Never appear to notice a scar,      
deformity, or defect of anyone present,      
regardless of intensity. 
Never arrest the attention of an      
acquaintance by touch. Speak to them      
first, so they will not be startled. 
Never punish another for a fault to       
which you yourself are guilty. 
Never answer questions in general     
company that have been put to others       
to answer. 
Never be overly boastful in praise nor       
overly critical of your own town      
(barony, county, duchy) when    
traveling. 
Never call a new acquaintance by      
their first name unless requested,     
particularly if a title has been earned. 
Never lend an article you have      
borrowed, unless you have permission     
to do so; maintain the chain of       
custody. 
Never attempt to draw the attention      
of the company constantly upon     
yourself. 
Never exhibit anger, impatience or     
excitement, when an accident happens. 
Never pass between two persons who      
are talking together, without apology. 

Never enter a room noisily; never fail       
to close the door after you, and never        
slam it. 
Never forget that, if you are faithful       
in a few things, you may be ruler        
over many. 
Never exhibit too great familiarity     
with the new acquaintance, you may      
give offense. 
Never allude to intimate conquests     
which you may have made. 
Never fail to offer the easiest and       
best seat in the room to an invalid,        
an elder, or a lady. 
Never neglect to perform the     
commission which the friend    
entrusted to you. You must not      
forget. 
Never send your guest, who is      
accustomed to a warm room, off into       
a cold, damp, spare bed, to sleep. 
Never enter a room filled with      
people, without a slight bow to the       
general company when first entering. 
Never fail to answer an invitation,      
either personally or by letter, within      
a week after the invitation is received. 
Never accept of favors and     
hospitality without rendering an    
exchange of civilities when    
opportunity offers. 

Never cross the leg and put one foot        
in places where it will trouble others       
when passing by. 
Never fail to tell the truth. If       
truthful, you get your reward. You      
will get your punishment if you      
deceive. 
Never borrow money and neglect to      
pay. If you do, you will soon be        
known as a person of no business       
integrity. 
Never write to another asking for      
information, or a favor of any kind,       
without enclosing a way for them to       
reply. 
Never fail to say kind and      
encouraging words to those whom     
you meet in distress. Your kindness      
may lift them out of their despair.       
Never refuse to receive an apology.      
You may not receive friendship, but      
courtesy will require, when an     
apology is offered, that you accept it. 
Never, when walking arm in arm      
with a companion, be continually     
changing and going to the other side. 
Never insult another with harsh     
words when applied to for a favor.       
Kind words do not cost much, and       
yet they may carry untold happiness      
to the one to whom they are spoken. 
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(Mind Your Manners con’t) 
Never fail to speak kindly. If a       
Knight, and you address your Squire;      
if a Master, and you address your       
Apprentice; if a Captain, and you      
address your guards; if in any      
position where you exercise authority,     
you show yourself to be a gentleman       
by your pleasant mode of address. 
Never attempt to convey the     
impression that you are of higher      
station, by imitating the faults of      
distinguished gentry. Because certain    
nobles and great heroes may be poor       
penmen, wear strange raiment, speak     
with mild impediment, maintain odd     
grooming habits or have other     
peculiarities, it does not follow that      
you will be great by simply imitating       
their eccentricities. Emulate the    
conduct of greatness, politeness, and     
kindness. 
Never give all your pleasant words      
and smiles away to strangers. The      
kindest words and the sweetest     
smiles should be reserved for home.      
Home should be our haven.  
 

What Does It Mean 
Melinda Accomptant 

The month following the brutal     
attack and murder of our beloved 

father, Charles Accomptant Sr., and     
the maiming of our brother, Charles      
Jr., there was a man whom arrived at        
our doorstep, whose name I will      
omit from this record. He appeared      
to be proper, calm, and wished to       
speak with Junior about something     
that I was never able to inquire       
about for reasons which will be      
mentioned later. 
 
As stated, my brother was maimed in       
a vicious attack after one of his       
business meetings; leaving him    
partially blind and paralyzed on the      
left side of his body. This visitor was        
guided to my brother’s residence by      
one of our maids and after some time        
he came running to our door,      
screaming something fierce, with poor     
battered and bloody Junior slung over      
his shoulder. 
 
To make this long story short –       
Junior had a shank of wood lodged       
within his chest that was taken out.       
He made a full recovery, and when I        
say full, I mean a full miraculous       
recovery. His mangled hand and arm      
were repaired, his busted face was      
reformed, and his lame leg once again 

worked. I do not know everything       
that transpired within Junior’s home     
that night, but, beyond his suffering,      
I was thankful for it – up until he         
was murdered the beginning of this      
March. I am hoping that man whom       
originally helped my brother reads     
this paper because I am looking for       
him to visit us once again; I have        
something which was left here and I       
believe it is intended to reach him. 
 
For the Month of March, this      
month's card is the reversed form of       
the Thirteenth Major Arcana, XIII     
Death. 

 
When reversed, Death becomes a     
warning to all things on the dangers  
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of denying things their final respite. 
 
Death moves from being a sign of       
transformation and transition into a     
card heralding decay and destruction,     
depression and mourning. As the     
inevitable transformation is resisted    
and denied, changes for the worse      
become rampant and havoc rules the      
consciousness. 
 
As Winter is the Death of the Year,        
we must clear the way for Spring to        
come. 
 
Deep Rumblings 
as told to Dacon Royce by Toff Greener 
 
So I been noticing these earth      
rumbles for about nearly two years      
no, well at least a year, year and a         
half bout; mostly at night, on account       
I’ve been sleeping behind the Half      
Loaf. The oven they use for baking       
makes up a part of the back wall of         
the shop so it’s warm on the old        
nights. I get through in the winter       
mainly because the Baker lady lets      
me come inside and sleep next to the        
oven as long as I make sure the        
woods stays banked and I’m out      
when she wakes up to start her day.        
She’s a good lady that one, so I  

always help her haul in her fresh       
ground flour and got no problems      
getting her water from the well. Any       
ways I been feeling those shakings in       
the ground for a while. But recently       
it’s starting to get worse, though      
they ain’t been happening nearly as      
often. 
 
In fact the other night I saw part of         
the ground rise up and after the dirt        
fell away there was little Halfling      
fella standing there. Well it could a       
been a Halfling lady too, couldn’t      
exactly see all that well in the dark        
on account of my eyes not being so        
sharp any more. One of them temple       
people came through here a few years       
back when I had a really bad cough        
and went to them to see if they could         
make me right. They gave me a couple        
of these vials of liquid to drink and        
told it would clear me up right fast,        
and boy was they right. I was fine a         
couple days later. If not for them I        
might have been done for. 
 
So any how this dirt Halfling      
started walking around and all I      
could hear was the sound of rocks       
grinding together. It didn’t wander  

too far, walking around like the area       
like it was measuring out paces or       
some not. Then the little thing sort       
of looked right at me and sank back        
in the ground. So that happened last       
night. And today I’m enjoying a nice       
couple of glass of some of the       
fanciest wine I ever did drink curtesy       
of you. And folks say Hallot ain’t       
never going to be a good place to live.  
 
I’ve Learned To Appreciate The     
Little Things 
by: Aaron Dribble 
 

I’ve taken a lot of trips around the        
sun, and I like to think I’ve picked up         
some wisdom along the way. While      
I don’t have all the answers, I do        
know that happiness in life doesn’t      
come from your job, or where you       
live, or what kind of clothes you can        
afford. When you’re a complete and      
utter failure of a human being like       
me, you learn that it’s the little       
things in life that actually matter. 
 
The sound of rain, the warmth of       
sunlight on my face, the crisp feel of        
the mornings Quill in my     
hands—these are all things I’ve come      
to truly cherish because I’ve achieved  
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(Appreciate The Little Things con’t) 
absolutely nothing of real    
significance that could bring me any      
joy. 
 
It’s a total cliche, I know, but when        
you reach a certain age, and success       
in any form continues to elude you,       
you start to realize that some of       
those cliches are true. Most of the       
time we move too fast to even notice        
the special little moments that     
surround us at all times, from the       
simple pleasures of gazing up at a       
starry sky to the scent of freshly cut        
grass, but when you literally have no       
job or loved one to return to you        
begin to realize just how wonderful      
these things are. 
So, now I make sure to stop and        
smell those roses whenever I can and       
enjoy them for what they are: a       
momentary distraction from the    
suffocating reality that literally all     
of my dreams have gone unrealized. 
 
Sometimes people get so hung up on       
things like holding down gainful     
employment for more than six     
months at a time that the smaller       
joys in life just pass them by. I used  

to be one of those people, but now I         
cherish those day-to-day pleasures,    
like that first sip of coffee in the        
morning, or a steaming hot     
bath—those little things that lift     
your spirit because every aspect of      
your professional and personal lives     
has amounted to exactly nothing even      
after all these years. 
Take it from someone who’s never      
finished anything he’s started: It’s     
the journey that counts, not the      
destination. 
 
Being able to find those small      
sources of pleasure in everyday life      
isn’t something that just happens     
overnight. It took a keen eye, an open        
mind, and decades’ worth of     
failures—the same, predictable   
failures, over and over and over      
again—before I was able to learn to       
think like this, but it was so worth it.         
I refuse to wake up one day in the         
future and realize that my life has       
passed me by, and that I never once        
took the time to distract myself from       
its unending string of humiliations     
by spending more time outdoors on      
beautiful days, reading the great     
works of literature I’d always  

wanted to, or sending a handwritten      
letter. 
 
There’s beauty all around you if you       
stop to notice it. In the song of a         
bird, or the leaves of a tree, or the         
laughter of a child at the park who        
you can pretend is yours until the       
fantasy becomes too sad even for you.       
These are the things that can bring       
you joy every day, because attempting      
to look literally anywhere else in      
your life for pleasure would not only       
be entirely fruitless, but would indeed      
lead you to spiral into a paralyzing       
state of shame, depression, and     
bitterness at an existence that could      
only reasonably be deemed a total      
waste. 
 
Anyway, I’m heading out for a      
relaxing stroll through the park. If      
you want to say hello, I’ll be the        
utter disappointment with the big     
smile on his face. 
 
Recently in Ilveresh… 
 
The Principality still recovers from     
the War of Light and Shadows;      
Crown Regent William   
Drachensburg of Novashan has been  
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busy securing the realm in name of       
the young Prince Daffyd. A elevation      
of an unknown to the Baronial seat       
of Cherbourg has caused controversy     
in the courts, as many critics wonder       
why Baron Malconey, a scion of      
honor, courtly grace, and etiquette     
would be set aside for a man known        
for running around the wilderness     
dressed in furs. Despite this gossip,      
no one denies the Baron Temur does       
command a force large enough to      
shore up the southern border against      
any incursions from Nardmyrr, while     
still keeping any problems with the      
Storm Lord at bay in the west. 
 
Meanwhile rumors, brought by those     
fleeing the kingdom, are beginning to      
be heard from Nardmyrr; stories of      
civil war among the nobles, the      
spread of lawless in some regions and       
the rise of self-proclaimed warlords,     
claiming lands by force. If these      
rumors are true, that what is the       
fate of the southern borders along      
Peth and the stories that the      
Crimson Brotherhood has turned its     
attention northward? 
 
The mysterious artifact known as  

The Well of Souls still awaits      
repair as much needed materials are      
being sought and awaiting delivery to      
those ready to begin repairs. The      
Planes are locked and mortality still      
holds every creature and being in her       
grasp. Even the Walkers seem     
affected by this condition as several      
people claimed to have met them in       
recent months. 
 
Elsewhere, there is word amongst the      
merchants traveling or operating near     
Ilveresh that they are in danger, as       
someone or something is making     
them disappear. There could be truth      
to these tales; or they could be lies        
spread by another merchant trying to      
claim the area as his own. 
 
The celebration of the Feast of      
Winter was a shining social success.      
Attended by nobles, knights and     
heroes, the feast was a joyous event       
filled with food, drink, and merriment.      
Several citizens won the favor of      
Baroness Kali for their talent and      
craft. The Baron Temur stood in      
attendance and presented to the     
Knights of the Principality who     
were present. The feast was also in  

recognition of the raising of Lady      
Gwen and naming her heir to      
Baroness Kali. The only black spot      
on the evening were three bodies left       
dead on the street in front of the        
Chateau d’Mystique. 
 
 
 
We have begun our journey in a dark        
place, a place like no other. But I        
have no fear, for no hero has ever        
risen to the light without first      
overcoming the darkness…. 
 
 
Classified Section 
 
Wanted 
Ten pieces of silver are being offered       
for the capture of Gilliam Redman,      
wanted for petty larceny and general      
mischief. The reward will be paid on       
return of Redman to the town of       
Allowen. 
 
Bounty offered for the capture of      
Margaret DuVey for theft and     
fraud. Eight silver pieces will be paid       
upon her return to Master Brackman      
of Brackman Silvery in Nightbourne. 
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Wanted for theft is one Cullum      
Stonebreaker. Fifteen silver pieces    
will be paid to what party that       
returns Cullum, alive and unharmed,     
to Stonebreaker Masons in Sorvan.     
Sometimes a boys just got to be       
learned, so if you need to thump him        
on the head once or twice, I and his         
ma won’t mind much. 

WANTED: Tree removal, looking    
for a strong back or two to remove a         
largetree from my property. Inquiry     
at the Metals Exchange in Brenn. 
 

Radveyns Word Scramble 
 
CKOYSLEL 
TFESA 
IONCRUPSE 
RBOAN 
SEDMIE 
 

 

 
 
OOC News

 

Article Follow-up 
Forest Fires - Eric Stark 
What Does it Mean - DW 
Deep Rumblings - Eric Stark 
I’ve Learned To Appreciate The     
Little Things - DW 
Wanted Ads - Eric Stark 
Wanted Tree Removal - Joe Brescol 
Word Scramble - Steve Jones 
 
Sign-outs: 
The deadline for filling out your      
Sign-out and Item Creation Forms     
remains 15 days after the end of each        
event. Our CBD, Econ, and GM      
staff is going to be more firm in        
enforcing this policy this season.     
Without notice from the players, or  

prior approval from the CBD/ Econ/      
GM for being late, sign-outs received      
after that 15 days will not be       
receiving their requested/learned   
skills, tags for items (potions/ toxins/      
alchemies/ weapons/ etc) that they     
are wanted crafted between events,     
and might possibly miss out on      
between event actions. This serves as      
a reminder of a policy that has been        
in place, and a warning that it will        
be enforced. To do your signout go to        
kanar.org/signout 
 
The Game Staff: 
GM1: Dan (DW) Walker 
GM2: Eric Stark 
PM1: Natham Niemi 

PM2: Leigh J. 
CBD1: Shane Cantrell 
CBD2: Leigh J. 
Econ1: Joe Brescol 
QM: Tashi O. 
MQE: Kaitlin (Liz) Bereczky 
 
The BOD Staff: 
President – Jeff Harvey 
Tresureer – Dave Angel 
Secretary – Erich O 
Player Represetives – Maria Kehoe     
and Eric Thornburgh 
 
 
Healing Overnight: 
All PCs that got some sleep, or spent        
the night unconscious, heal one Body  
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Point at dawn unless under the      
effects of something that prevents     
healing. 
 
Various GM Rulings: 
Left alone at zero body Points: If       
your PC has been dropped to zero       
Body Points and has been left where       
no PCs or NPCs can see you, after        
ten minutes of playing unconscious     
you may crawl away from where you       
were dropped until encountering    
another PC or NPC, at which point       
you fall unconscious again. 
 
Player Banks: 
During events players may make     
deposits and/or withdrawals from    
their player banks by having their      
PC visit a nearby town’s bank and       
performing their transactions with    
the acting Econ Marshal on duty.      
Overly complex, or extremely large     
transactions will be approved/handled    
on a case-by-case basis as time      
and/or funds are available. 
 
SP and XP: 
SP will no longer be awarded.      
Players can gain additional XP for      
NPC time and doing extra work for  

staff, like showing up to BLD and       
Quartermaster work days. 
 
NPC Duty: 
You can now sign up ahead of time        
for NPC duty. Go to kanar.org and       
click NPC signup form to the right       
of the picture. 
 
From the PM: 
Playmaster 1: Nathan Niemi 
Playmaster 2: Leigh Jouppi 
PM Staff: Dan Weiler 
PM Staff: Neil Kiernan 
PM Staff: Brian Fields 
PM Staff: James Fragomeni 
PM Staff: Brandon Burns 
PM Staff: Steve Jones 
 
Notes from the Play Master Staff: 
 
If you have questions, comments,     
and/or concerns; Please send them to      
PM1@kanar.org and/or post on the     
Kanar facebook group or write it      
down and hand it to a member of the         
PlayMaster Staff. 
 
Unless otherwise indicated, any    
Elemental (ie, Fire, Cold, Electrical,  

etc) damage is considered to be      
Magical. 
 
 
The Quartermaster staff would    
officially like to thank Rob Hubbard      
for his dedicated service and     
generosity in allowing Kanar's props     
and garb to be stored at his residence        
over the winter, and safely delivering      
promptly before the event. It is our       
volunteer staff and members that     
keep our game in running order and       
we appreciate every effort and minute      
that our volunteers bring to the      
game. Thank you again Rob! 
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